2. First sighting of the "Sign of the Son of Man" from southwestern USA 14: The possibility
of an early loss of Jerusalem to a Muslim army drove me to consider an early encounter with the
Destroyer, though the date of the flyby is clearly determined more by historical data and by the
parameters of the orbit. The details of this "vision sighting" were critical and allowed me to
determine the orbit of the Destroyer and its Herald. I dated the sighting of the Herald, its
companion, as June 21, 2011, based on multiple lines of evidence. So ... where is the
Destroyer now (8/23/10)? Destroyer is still south of the plane of the planets at 10h 27.6' RA;
42° 53.1' declination; 5.73 AU distant, running weeks ahead of its Herald which is the object
actually sighted as the Sign on June 21, 2011 (Model Time), see Figure 2.
3. The Coming War: Nuclear Weapons and Invasions ... There are some effects which
either St. John did not observe or didn't write down, but which we still must assume will happen.
The most important loss to our current civilization will be the complete destruction of any
spacecraft in Earth orbit. Even the smallest pieces of sand and gravel will cause major damage
at 42 km/sec relative speeds, and the closing speeds could be higher for an orbiting satellite.
There's risk of EMP from the large impactors like Wormwood and the unnamed impactor of
Revelation, Chapter 9, and EMP will destroy satellites and ground stations. For those satellites
that may be lucky enough to survive physical impact, they will find themselves in a dark
envelope of interplanetary dust with their solar electric panels hidden from the sun and therefore
dysfunctional. Specially hardened military satellites with nuclear power supplies mav survive.
We will lose our access to space for 100 years or more because of the junk in a
Earth orbit and the higher geosynchronous orbits as well. The loss of GPS navigation
satellites will force us back to paper maps and compasses in the field. Milita
less modernized will have the edge over highly modernized forces depende
existent communication and navigation satellites. The air will be full of eno
that it won't be prudent to fly jet aircraft, or aircraft of any kind. Our jets and ne
either be useless or will fly with drastically shorter lifetimes as the dust erodes e'
can reach and clogs every inlet that it can find. Western forces are highly de
in the close air support role. Modern Western forces could find themsetves a
disadvantage fighting a numerically superior force equipped with 1950's t.,.,...nnnlnn",
Given the number of weapon systems that now rely on some cornbinat
or the new European satellite system to navigate from the launch site
will be full of worthless high tech weapons until they are refitted with ne
or terminal homing seekers or some combination of both. Our
as a deterrent or as a strategic force.
If world political and military leaders are aware of the Destroyer, then they can do the same
physics I'm reporting right now. This report has been years in the making while I worked on it
part time, digging out a bit here and there, trying to correct some very deep-seated prejudices.
However, with some real data on the position of the Destroyer/INormwood system and access
to the Kolbrin, any competent Physics graduate student (6:;; year) should be able to reach the
same conclusions I have reached in a week or two.
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